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Trevor Boundy <trevor@boundy39.com>

FW: 1 Waco SRE (New Building Project)
1 message
Tandy Walker <rdb435021@icloud.com>
To: "Robert J. Galler" <meccanom@msn.com>, Trevor Boundy <jtboundy@dcsi.net.au>

Mon, Aug 10, 2

Bob,
Here is the first one. BTW, I am also including Trevor Boundy on the distribution………………Tandy

From: Tandy Walker [mailto:aerotan1503@outlook.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:08 PM
To: aerotan1503@outlook.com
Subject: 1 Waco SRE (New Building Project)

Web Site: tandysmodelplanes.com

Waco SRE
March 18, 2014

This winter I have pretty much been stalled out on finding a new building project that captured my intere
seriously considered the Vee Tail Swallow for SAM electric LMR, but abandoned that idea. I even though

65” R/C gasoline powered 1/7th scale model of Top Flite’s Gold Edition of the P-51D at the suggestion of
have the kit I bought a number of years ago. However, I really couldn’t get that fired up about it. Since I
entries covered for 2014 SAM Champs electric competition, except for SOS and Wakefield, which do not
I have been wanting to get into a small R/C electric scale project just to build and fly for the fun of it.

All of the vintage Waco cabin biplanes such as Waco SRE shown below have always been most appealing to
course building a biplane model presents a number of issues such as wing and strut assembly, interior acce
like that have to be carefully worked out and dealt with.
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Back in 2010, Sue and I met up with James Lollar and his wife Jackie from Oklahoma at the SAM Champs
Indiana. We shared the Lollar’s tent and crewed for each other in the various competitive events. Walt G
there with his 1/2A scale model of the Waco SRE that he held up for the picture shown below. This little
quite a performer and was thing of beauty in flight. In fact, so much so that James decided he just had t

He made arrangements with Walt to send him the plans after the Champs were over. James framed up th
biplane and may have had it partially covered before he stopped working on it. I do not think he ever com
finished the model.
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Anyway, I called James a couple of weeks ago and asked him to send me his copy the Walt Geary plans if
them so I could make a copy, which he did. This Model Builder Plan No. 12742 is actually for a 39” jumbo
by George Clapp. I had the plans scanned in at the copy center as shown below and a PDF file made.

My friend Jay Burkart in Kentucky is really good at sizing electric power trains including the motor, ESC,
prop for a given model size to meet a set of desired flight requirements. The following calculations provid
necessary information Jay needed to size the Waco’s electric power train.

WING AREA

I sent the PDF file to my friend Alfredo Herbon in Argentina along with some wing measurements I made
plan and asked him to compute the total wing area for me using his AutoCAD program. Alfredo determine
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area to be 242.66 sq. in. and the bottom wing area to be 121.66 sqin as shown below. The combined total w
sqin.

WEIGHT

To get a feel for what this model might weigh, I calculated the wing loading on my Speed 400 Cloudster 3

16oz/300 sqin = 7.68 oz/sqft. Then using this wing loading and the Waco’s 364.32 sqin wing area, I estima

weight of the Waco to be 7.68 X 364.32 = 19.43 oz. With a weight contingency of 5-1/2 oz, the Waco’s c
weight estimate Should be ~ 25 oz, which would be a wing loading of 9.9 oz/sqft.

PROP DIAMETER

Looking at the picture of Walt’s Waco above, the length of the prop appears to be about twice the diame
cowl. The cowl diameter was measured to be ~4-1/2”, making the prop diameter 9.0”.

FLIGHT DURATION

Since this is to be a scale fly for fun model, I would like to have a powered cruise flight time of up around
if possible.

SUMMARY
The is the information I sent to Jay in order for him to and size the power train and select components.
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Weight = 25 oz
Wing Span (top) = 38.9”
Wing Span (Bottom) =27.25”
Total wing Area = 364.32 sqin
Prop Diameter = 9”
Flight Time (Power Cruise) = 30 min

JAY’S RESULTS
He said, I think I have found a pretty good setup for you that meets your requirements.
1. Outrunner Motor Model No. AXI 2217/12 (no Gear Box)
2. Radial Motor Mount PM22002
3. ESC needs to handle 25 amps with BEC
4. APC 9 X 5e Prop
5. Thunder Power 3300 mAh 3S 45C LiPo Battery (or better)
6. 29.9 min power cruise time @ 60% throttle with a gentle climb
7. 8.7 min vertical climb time @ 100% throttle
8. ElectriCalc Run on 3/11/14
Plane WACO SRE
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% Throttle

100

61

Battery mAh

3300

3300

Battery Amps 21.6

6.3

Thrust oz

33

13

Flt Time Min

8.7

29.9

Climb angle

90

17

Climb ft/min

1130

315
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Jay said as you can see, with throttle management you can have a very good aerobatic plane or cut back o
and have a good scale cruiser. The AXI’s are excellent motors and you'll probably want to get a radial mo

mount it from the rear. Kurt Massey at New Creations has everything but the battery and he probably ca
too. I trust Kurt to set you up nicely as he's a terrific fellow.

Well, there you have it. I plan to talk with James as well as Walt to find out the type of modifications th
where they had problems, and how they solved them. More to come as the project progress…………………………
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